Free Environmental Reviews from the University of Southampton
If you:


Would like to save money on your waste, utility and resource bills



Are concerned about identifying and meeting your environmental regulations requirements



Are concerned about your organisation’s impact on the environment



Are considering working towards certification to ISO14001, EMAS or BS8555

You might be interested in the following scheme:

The University of Southampton is offering free environmental reviews of regional organisations. The
work will be undertaken by teams of fully trained postgraduate students on the MSc in Environmental
Management. Each team is instructed by Simon Kemp CEnv MIEMA NTF from the Centre for
Environmental Sciences in the Faculty of Engineering and the Environment at the University of
Southampton. Simon is a fully qualified and experienced environmental auditor who will be supporting
the team of students at all stages of the environmental review process. This is the fifteenth year of this
very successful programme which has previously assisted over 90 organisations in a diverse range of
sectors from printing to offices and local SME's to Multi-National organisations.

What you will receive:


A register of your environmental aspects and impacts



An environmental legislation register



Identification of the most significant environmental impacts from your organisation



Recommendations to reduce your waste arisings and bills



Recommendations to reduce your utility usage and bills



A full Environmental Review report and suggested Environmental Policy in June 2014

What will be expected of you:


Assist the review team in requests for information (e.g. utility bills, waste transfer notes) from
the middle of February 2014 to early May 2014



Host a total of up to 4 site visits by the review team from the middle of February 2014 to early
May 2014



Meet student travel expenses from the University to your organisation

Please note that all information gathered during the exercise will remain entirely confidential. The
reports will only be viewed by the course leader and review team, and will not be made available to
any other organisation or individual.

If you would like to participate please contact Simon Kemp at the Centre for Environmental Sciences,
University of Southampton on 02380 595868 or s.kemp@soton.ac.uk. Places on this programme are
strictly limited and expressions of interest must be received by Wednesday 29th January 2014.

